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JCM AMERICAN CHOSEN AS MULTIMEDIA GAMES’ PREFERRED SUPPLIER  
FOR BILL VALIDATORS 

 
LAS VEGAS – Multimedia Games, Inc. (Nasdaq: MGAM) has selected JCM American Corp as its 

preferred supplier of bill validators. 

 

JCM Vice President of Sales and Marketing, Mark Henderson said, “We believe this enhances 

JCM’s position as the bill validator of choice for gaming.  Working with a company like Multimedia 

allows JCM to expand our business into the interactive, video lottery and wide-area gaming 

arenas.” 

 

Dirk Heinen, Multimedia’s Senior Vice President for Operations, said, “This relationship is 

extremely important to our company, as it assures timely and strategic delivery of components for 

our player stations. JCM’s high standards of quality and reliability make for a valuable strategic 

relationship between our two companies.” 

 

About JCM 

JCM American Corporation is the industry leader in currency handling equipment. From its 

international headquarters in Osaka, Japan and subsidiaries in Hong Kong and Germany to its 

United States headquarters in Las Vegas, JCM’s progressive spirit continues to set world-wide 

industry standards with innovative products such as the World Bill Acceptor (WBA). JCM provides 



its products, software and services to the gaming, banking, amusement, vending and petroleum 

industries. For more information, visit www.jcm-american.com.  

 
About Multimedia Games 

Multimedia Games, Inc. is the leading supplier of interactive electronic games and player 

terminals for rapidly growing markets including the Native American gaming market and the 

charity bingo market. The Company also offers systems and products for the growing racino, 

charity and commercial bingo markets. The Company's ongoing development and marketing 

efforts focus on new Class II gaming systems and products, Class III video lottery systems for 

use by Native American tribes throughout the United States, and products for charity bingo 

opportunities. Additional information may be found at www.multimediagames.com. 
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